Emulator - Emulator Issues #11487
Wave Race: Blue Storm - Some FMVs are not correctly displayed when using software renderer
12/14/2018 10:47 AM - Luis
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Fixed in:

Description
Game Name?
Wave Race: Blue Storm
Game ID? (right click the game in the game list, properties, info tab)
GWRP01
MD5 Hash? (right click the game in the game list, properties, info tab, MD5 Hash: Compute)
7b1ee77bb2f8ac5dbe9f000cbc6db5fa
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
When using the software renderer, the FMVs in the background of the player stats are not correctly displayed. However, using a
backend like Vulkan, these FMVs appear to be displayed correctly.
What steps will reproduce the problem?
1. Select the software renderer.
2. Start the game and press start.
3. Go to "Championship" and select "Exhibition" (for example).
Is the issue present in the latest development version? For future reference, please also write down the version number of
the latest development version.
5.0-9186
Is the issue present in the latest stable version?
Not tested.
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
Intel Core i7-8700K, Nvidia GeForce GTX 980, Windows 10.
Is there anything else that can help developers narrow down the issue? (e.g. logs, screenshots,
configuration files, savefiles, savestates)
I cannot upload a three frame fifo log as well as a savestate, because the file size is more than 5 MB.
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History
#1 - 12/14/2018 12:34 PM - JMC4789
At this point, I think the software renderer should be considered as "not for general use"...
There's a lot of bugs in it that happen simply because features were implemented in other backends but not it.
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